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THE ORIGIN OF REASON.
NOIRE'S THEORY AND ITS PLACE IN THE HISTORY OF PHI-
LOSOPHY—THE LOGOS.
BY T. BAILEY SAUNDERS, M. A. (OXON. )
With SO much by way of preface, Noire proceeded
to the consideration of his own theory by giving us at
some length a description of what a word or sign
reall}' is in its nature and function as the expression of
thought. He took for granted that reason is as impos-
sible without speech as speech is without reason ; a
position which he declared to be evident enough when
we consider that, if we are wholly dependent on sen-
sation for the content of our knowledge, thought im-
plies some such sensible basis as the word or sign
gives us. And this word or sign may best be de-
scribed as a "means of knowledge," i. e. it affords us
a way in which beings endowed with will and feeling
may render themselves intelligible to one another. It
is therefore an act of will ; and the whole difficulty lies
in seeing the precise point at which a sound that the
will has produced comes to have a meaning for others.
The will must of course express itself in relation to
something that is presented to the senses ; and the cry
which it utters is itself a sensible (audible) presenta-
tion of a purely temporal character, the immediate re-
lation of which to the will makes it admirably suited
for acting as the sign of visible presentations. The
question then as to the origin and development of lan-
guage is simply this : how did a particular audible
presentation, produced by the will, come to be invari-
abl}' connected with a particular visible presentation
in the external world ? For it is clear that where both
the cry and the object to which it relates can be con-
ceived of as separate and distinct, and can each recall
the other, we have the commencement of language.
Hence the great part played by the word or sign ; for
the more independent it is of the visible presentation
to which it relates, the more it is a pure act of will,
and the greater its facility for being reproduced. This
is the subjective side of the word. Its objective im-
portance consists in the fact that it makes society and
social development possible, and brings the reason of
one within the reach of all. Without language soci-
ety is impossible ; without social institutions we should
be as the beasts of the field. But the mere expression
of the will in the utterance of a sound has no meaning
except in relation to some objective presentation, and
it is only when the sound and the object to which it
relates are connected in some way that the one can
always recall the other.
This connection is explained in Noire's philosophy
of language as consisting in creative action. Men en-
gaged in some common activity relieve their feelings
by the utterance of cries at the same time as the pro-
duct of their work is growing under their hands. Sail-
ors, for example, almost invariably accompany their
work with a peculiar kind of cry. The sound would
tend to become distinctive o,f the particular action
which called it forth, and would connect the subjective
activit}' with its objective product. It would thus
form the medium between the will on one side and the
visible presentation on the other, and so receive a
definite meaning.
And the next step which the word or sign has t^
take is evident. It must act as the medium between
all the visible presentations which it recalls ; and in
the precise degree in which we are able to separate
and bind together these visible presentations, can we
be said to possess Thought or Reason. The more the
sound is connected with the visible object, and the
more it loses its original subjective character, the
greater the advance made towards a general applica-
tion of it to all the objects which it recalls. Thus the
manifold of sense presentation is brought under the
unity of the word or sign, and we have reached, from
the subjective side at least, that which constitutes the
essential nature of a general idea. For all the particu-
lar effects of our creative activity possess the one com-
mon element of having been produced by the will,
which being recognized as acting alike in all, furnishes
that unity of view which a general idea demands.
And as the subjective nature of the operation recedes
and leaves the objective effect apparent to the sight,
the latter becomes invariably bound up with the last
residuum of the will, i. e. the sound which accompa-
nied its exertions. The only reason that can be given
for any particular sound becoming representative of a
particular action is that both were produced at the
same time : the mighty power of association is suffi-
cient to explain their connection. And as soon as
some sound has become in this way connected with a
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particular operation, the essential resemblance of all
like operations is recognized by what Noire called an
ideal intuition, a faculty which is as much at work to-
day in the varied forms of art as it was at the birth of
language. The very perception of any external object
is a mental synthesis of the different impressions of
sense ; and the connection of the visible product of
our labor with the labor itself, is due to that binding
power of the mind which perceives intuitively the caus-
al nexus. The union of both these elements took
place in the cry which accompanied the work, a cry
which can have had no other than a predicative mean-
ing.
A little consideration of the different senses of Sight
and Hearing may help us to understand the part that
each plays in the birth of language. Sight has to do
with that which is presented in space and hearing
with that which is presented in time. There is nothing
temporal in what we see, nothing spacial in what
we hear. Sight and hearing are utterly distinct in
their nature, and are bound together only by the will.
We can no more hear an object than we can see a
sound. An object may assume various shapes and
yet remain essentially the same : a hole, round, square,
or oblong, in earth, sand, or rock, is still a hole.
And so a word which has come to have fhe meaning
of hole may comprise varioufe forms. There is unity
with diversity in the object, and unity with diversity
in the word ; and it is the combination of both which
gives us a concept. And this binding force, or logos,
is the main attribute of our reason. The object can
only be particular ; the sound can only be particular ;
but once the meaning of what we see has been discov-
ered by ideal intuition, says Noir6, once the meaning
has been expressed by a sound, once the object has
been named, the generality of its nature is affirmed,
and we have a concept.
It is important to remember the predicative nature
of the cry. Man, Noire proceeded to argue, is the
only animal which can say something. Sympathy and
antipathy, pain and delight, find expression in brutes :
but they assert nothing, they can form no judgments.
Men look upon the common work of their hands : and
the common cry denotes that the object has been
reached, and that too by a common effort of which all
are conscious. ' The hole which we see here has been
produced by our common activity.' The conscious-
ness of previous activity and the sight of the object
which that previous activity has effected, are both
merged in the expression of the will which accompan-
ied the work. Here, then declared Noir6, we have the
true notion of causality, with the indispensable elements
of time and space. The object is wholly spacial in its
nature—the activity is wholly temporal : the cry which
accompanies it is that which binds both together. The
cry is thus predicative—that which we see before us
is the result of our labour. At first no sharp distinc-
tion would be drawn between subject and object. The
unit}' which underlies all predication would be the most
prominent thought. The cries for the activity as well
as for the object which it produced would be identi-
cal. Here is the cell which is to develop into the per-
fect structure of language ; here is the protoplasm
from which reason is to be evolved. The conscious-
ness that the activity is ours and is reproducable at
will, exists in others as well as in ourselves. Here,
then, is the essential of reason, its universality. The
will as a cause has been objectified in that which it has
produced.
But, it may be said, do not brutes do the like? do
not their wills produce an object too? Does not the
mole construct its hill?—the bird its nest ? Does not
the latter give vent to its feelings by uttering a chirp
of joy when the work is complete ? Such an objection
Noir^ met by saying that the activity of the brute is
always the same, the product of its work nearly iden-
tical. Still the bird that has built itself a nest and is
able to find it again as its own, does possess some-
thing like that faculty which in man leads him to rec-
ognize the product of his work. And the step from
the one to the other is simply that in the latter case a
conscious separation of the product froai the work is
possible. To bruteg there is, as far as we know, no
consciousness of the will as a universal cause of every
kind of activity. There is no organ in the brute com-
parable to the human hand for adapting itself to a va-
riety of work. The will is the root of all activity, and
lies at the bottom of our conception of the universal.
The will can only become conscious of itself by mani-
festing its power—it must work to be felt : in its pure
existence it is unknowable. It becomes visible only
in the object which it brings into being, and it lends
to that object the character of universality. And as the
object produced by the will unites in itself the three
forms of time, space and causality, it comes into being
under the influence of ideal and wholly universal con-
ditions. The cry which accompanies the process is
associated with the product, and receives thereby an
universal as well as a predicative character.
As far as we know, the brute is unable to form any
notion of a causal connection between external objects,
and this it is exactly which forms the dividing line be-
tween him and man. A dog associates pain with the
sight of a whip held in a menacing position, satisfac-
tion of hunger with the sight or smell of a bone. In
all cases, what we may be allowed to call his judg-
ments are purely judgments of feeling, and are there-
fore entirely subjective. Universal judgments on the
contrary are always objective : any admixture of sub-
jectivity would make a judgment so far particular.
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A judgment wholly objective, affirming a causal rela-
tion between external objects is the germ of rea-
son, and Noiri^ claimed that his theory showed how
such a judgment could come about. He was strength-
ened in his belief by the results of philological sci-
ence mentioned above, according to which the ulti-
mate roots of language express certain activities
mostly of an agricultural and industrial character.
For only in such a common activit}' could valid uni-
versal judgments arise.
The will then lies at the bottom of the formation
of concepts. The spontaneous cry uttered during the
work and at the completion of it, binds together the
three elements from which the concept or general
idea springs, viz., the consciousness of a common
will, the visible manifestation of it in a common work,
and the visible product of the activity. Once these
three elements are combined, the chemical action of
thought brings the concept to birth in the mind.
Though the will is thus instrumental in the formation
of concepts, it is only as it is gradually lost sight of
in the object which it has produced that the latter can
be looked at with the eye of reason. The particular
thus becomes known or named only in virtue of its
universality ; and the universal has no validity apart
from the particular.
And these considerations are connected with one
of the deepest questions of metaphysics, very like that
popular one as to whether the egg came before the
the chicken, or the chicken before the egg. Whether
is genus or species the prior notion ? Plato's answer
to this question was that the genus existed from all
eternity in the mind of God, and was the cause of the
existence of the species, and of our knowledge of it.
The modern philosopher explains genus as that which
is transmitted by the natural causality of generation,
while species is only the visible agreement of exter-
nals. Whether the natural causality be explained ac-
cording to Schopenhauer as the manifestation of the
will to live, or according to Kant, as the teleological
action as organic nature, it is a necessary h3'pothesis
which we obtain solely from the consciousness that
our will can produce effects. Hence the prime im-
portance of the discovery that the roots of the lan-
guage express certain human activities. For the gen-
erality or unity of the activity produces the gener-
ality or unity of the effect, and the latter can only
be really known by the activity which produced it.
Philosophy tells us that the world is a picture which
we ourselves make. Its light or shade, its beauty or
ugliness, its meaning or its vanity depends on us and
on us alone. There is nothing in the world which we
do not put there. True, the material is given us from
without, but we have to work up that material into ex-
perience. Our whole life, then, is one long creative
process. But besides the creation of every-day expe-
rience, there is the creative action of human indus-
try—there are the creations of the poet
:
Nurslings of i
al than living
nmortality."
Both creations give us pictures—the one objective,
material; the other subjective, emotional. The com-
bination of both kinds of activity gives us language,
poetry, art, which are in the end due to the interaction
of the mind and the impressions of sense. One is
compelled in explanation to separate these two; but it
is as well to remember that the mind is active in every
sensible impression. A sensible impression or picture
is the subject of mediate knowledge ; some external
excitation of the senses is necessary for its birth. The
utterance of a sound, on the contrary, belongs entirely
to the sphere of the will, and is, like the latter, the
subject of immediate consciousness. And when these
two are combined, when the will gives expression to
itself in the utterance of a cry at the same time as it
is objectifying itself in creative activity, the visible ob-
ject or picture is brought into connection with "the
sound or cry through the will which is the cause of
both. The connection between the sound uttered and
the activity is purely associative and mnemonic, while
that between the activity and the object it produces
cannot be looked upon as other than causal. It is im-
portant to remember that all this takes place under
social conditions. The sound must be a common one
;
the activity shared by all ; the object looked upon as
the common work of all. Perhaps in the earliest
stages the sound was accompanied by gesticulation,
but this would gradually disappear as the sounds be-
came intelligible.
It is obvious that each of the three limbs of the
process can form the bond of connection between the
other two. Thus the activity plainly brings the sound
uttered into intimate connection with the object pro-
duced, while the sound determines the end towards
which the activity works. The object when completed
forms, then, the whole meaning of the activity and
the sound which represents it : it forms the point of
contact between the material and the mind which
works upon it, and renders the latter evident. Noir^
summed up the whole matter thus :
" The giving of names is the work of the will ; the
presentation of external objects is the work of the in-
tellect. All objects are presentations, and become the
property of the human intellect only through names
being given to them. It was human activity which
first brought all objects within the range of universal
thought, inasmuch as this latter gave them names.
Thus, the tree was barked, the fruit was peeled, the
brute was slain, and these objects were then con-
ceived by the community as wood, kernel, meat. Even
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what was not within the sphere of activity, Heaven,
Dawn, Sun, Mountain, was also looked upon as having
been fashioned, and received names with such signifi-
cations as vaulted, colored, whirling wheel, pointed. In
no other way could they have been named, for it was
only under these notions that they could have become
objects of thought."
But all this rests on the hypothesis that reason is
impossible without speech. And to show the import-
ance of the question. Noire declared that the final
subjection of the common idea that thought is inde-
pendent of language will have as great an influence on
the theory of knowledge as the substitution of the
Copernican system for the Ptolemaic had on astron-
omy. His argument is based on Schopenhauer's the-
ory of the priority of the will to the intellect, who is
only the maid servant to carry out the directions of
her mistress. The intellect is only the tool of the
will. Common opinion would seem to point to the
conclusion that, as we often deliberate before execut-
ing our will, the intellect must necessarily be the prior
of the two. The ordinary view, said Noir6, rests on
the two false assumptions that all we have to do to
gain a knowledge of the world is to open our eyes and
let experience pour in upon some innate reason which
is purely receptive, and that our reason can exercise
its power without some material supplied by the
senses. To think that there can be reason without
the material to work on is like supposing that we can
swim without water. If reason is something intelli-
gible, it must be a natural process working with nat-
ural means. The true view lies between the extremes
of what Noir6 called nai've Realism and naive Idealism.
In the first the subjective side of knowledge, in the sec-
ond t'le objective, is overlooked. Both are irrational,
impossible views of the universe, and no one since
Kant can be called a philosopher who puts his faith in
either. Kant and Schopenhauer proved beyond ques-
tion the important part played by the subject in the
acquisition of knowledge, and Noird's position, as he
himself defines it in the history of philosophy, was to
show how indispensable in the same connection is the
object, which can be known only, he declares, by
being named, and reason is impossible without speech.
Language, said Noir^, like all art, is possible only
because man is a 'social animal.' The need of ex-
pressing what is in us, the irresistible tendency which
drives us to communicate our thoughts to others,
forms the raison d'etre of all art. It may be true that
all art followed a practical aim in its origin ; and we
may be sure that language would not have arisen un-
less there had been some necessity for it. PrimsEval
man, as soon as he was in the social stage, would feel
that he must make himself intelligible to his fellow.
Any common operation would render necessary a right
understanding of what was being done, an understand-
ing which could have been effected only by means of
something akin to language. If these are the condi-
tions under which a concept could spring to birth in
the mind of primitive man, it would have been well
if Noire had investigated a little more closely the exact
connection between the possession of linguistic signs
and the social character of primaeval man ; for it is
obvious that some form of communication would be
necessary in any, even the most primitive, social sys-
tem. And further, what explanation can, on this hy-
pothesis, be given of the fact, which no one can doubt,
that the lower animals possess some vague code of
signs intelligible to their kin, and that many of the
smallest animals,—ants, for instance,—are in the habit
of working together in a way which forbids us to deny
that they too may be said to present certain 'social'
aspects.
According to Noire's theory, language had its ori-
gin in the common cry of individuals engaged in a
common activity. The activity was presumably of
such a nature as to be indispensable to existence ; it
provided for certain necessities which were felt by all,
the satisfaction of which would be regarded as a com-
mon good. Social life gave many an opportunity for
the common satisfaction of common necessities. Be-
sides the internal bond of union, there might be the
need of uniting against dangers from without, which
would bring into prominence the social aspects of hu-
man life. The interest which a society would have in
the carrying out of its work, in the preservation of its
existence, would furnish the essential characteristic
of reason as the striving after unity. General or com-
mon ideas could only originate in a society which
worked toward the realization of some common aim.
That the individual was swallowed up in the society
is shown by the striking fact that 'eating'—surely one
of the best known traits of the individual—came from
a root which meant 'dividing.' One's dinner was
originally only the share which fell to one ; and thus
the prime necessity of life was looked upon as some-
thing for which one was dependent on society. Be-
yond the fact that man is a social animal—a fact long
ago stated by Aristotle—Noir6 cannot go, and he takes
it as the ultimate explanation of his theory of the ori-
gin of language and of reason: for unless the cry
which is uttered appeals to some sympathetic chord
in the breast of one's fellow, and is so understood to
have reference to an end which is desired by the com-
munity, there will be no ground for the structure of
theory which he has raised.
As 5'et, no notice has been taken of a set of words
which must have lain at the very beginning of all lan-
guages, viz., demonstratives and pronouns. Noir6's
explanation of the origin of these two sets of words,
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which he regarded as being at first indistinguishable,
is that just as the gradual receding of the subject
gave us the concept in its most developed form, so any
prominence given to the subject would bring into view
the individualistic elements of language. Here he
came into friendly antagonism with Prof. Max Miiller,
whose opinion is that the great stream of language
may reasonably be held to have had more sources than
one, and that many demonstratives probably had an
independent origin in sounds accompanied by ges-
ticulation. "^ This is not the place to discuss the ques-
tion at issue, but occasion may be taken to remark
that Noire does not agree with this latter view, and
regards the demonstratives as latent in the predicative
roots.
So too with regard to Number, there is no diffi-
culty in conceiving of it as being closely connected
with the notion of 'dividing,' 'separating.' Apart
from this, the fact that we possess two hands and feet,
two ej'es, ears, and nostrils, would seem to point to
number as being something of which the earliest gleam
of thought would be cognizant.
The metaphorical life of language was held by
Noire to be sufficient to explain the origin of words
denoting color, sound, taste, feeling, etc. The first
notion of 'the colored' would arise when the savage
smeared his body with earth or the juice of plants.
This would pass into the further notions of ' the light
colored,' 'the dark colored :' and these in their turn
might have been used to denote 'day' and 'night.'
The names of sounds lend themselves most of all to
the onomatopoeic theory of the origin of language ; and
it is useless to deny that this theory does explain the
existence of many words denoting sounds ; but the
sounds produced by human activity were probably the
first to be named. As for taste, 'bitter' is nothing
but ' biting ': and 'sweet' is connected with the same
root as 'soft,' 'powdered,' 'ground.'
The growth of concepts was also in Noire's opin-
ion greatly favored by the comparison of opposites,
and, indeed, in ultimate analysis rests on it. Indi-
vidual existence is only possible in opposition to so-
cial existence ; and the consciousness of the latter can
only rest on its opposition to individual will. The so-
cial instinct is, in men, the direct analogue of the in-
ner force of nature, and all our limited faculties can
do is to observe the way in which each works. Just
as we know some particular manifestation of that force
in nature only by its opposition to the great force
working underneath the face of things, so can an in-
dividual will be known only by the opposition it makes
to the common will underlying collective humanity.
The consciousness of this common will is inseparably
bound up with the consciousness of individual will.
* Cf. ' Lectures on the Science of Language." Vol. I, p. 310.
The coalition of individual wills is the necessary pre-
liminary to a common understanding, to the birth of
language. A much later development lay in the dis-
tinction of the self from the varying states of con-
sciousness through which it passes ; and only in this
stage could the inner life of feeling find adequate ex-
pression.
[to be concluded.]
THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.
BY R. W. HUME.
Whether the full and entire doctrine of evolution,
as generally held by scientists, be correct or not, it is
certain that constant change is written over the face of
nature. Systems, like their human creators, have
their periods of youth, middle age, old age, decay, and
will have their terminations. Even the various re-
ligions of mankind are subject to similar vicissitudes.
There are several changes or growths specified in the
Bible, marking eras in the forms of faith, which, com-
mencing with Judaism is now known as Christianity.
We are told in the book mentioned that, though when
in paradise, Adam walked and talked with his God, it
was not until Seth's time, or about one hundred and
fifty years later, that "then men began to call on the
name of the Lord," Gen. chap. 4, v. 26. Some ten
centuries after that, in what is called the patriarchal
covenant, Noah was instructed by his Deity that "Ev-
ery thing that moveth shall be meat for you," Gen.
chap. 9, v. 3 ; but, when another thousand years had
passed, that permission- was abrogated in the nth
chapter of Leviticus, in which a long list of beasts,
birds, fishes, etc., were branded as unclean and not fit
to be used by man for food ; lastly, after the lapse of
fifteen centuries more, appeared Jesus of Nazareth,
who quoted several of the Mosaic laws, condemned
them, and substituted others in their stead. Thus it
will be seen that change is written even on our relig-
ions ; that the stern poHceman "Time" compels even
the creedal vagaries of humanity to "move on." For it
would be easy to show that all the noteworthy relig-
ions of the world have been subjected to similar alter-
ations.
It is true that the change, or growth, or develop-
nient of every thing in nature is usually so constant
and regular as scarcely to be perceivable, yet we
know that there are times when sudden extraordinary
changes are instituted of special importance. Some
such have occurred in nature. In the page of history
that we possess, no very striking sudden transition is
recorded with regard to the development of our race,
but that such may occur, it is claimed, is neither im-
possible nor improbable.
It is submitted that at this time there are indica-
tions that an event of such a character is about to take
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place. There are many circumstances that warrant
such a conclusion. Many believe that the vast addi-
tions to man's destructive powers will tend to the en-
tire extirpation of the barbaric method which from
time immemorial has been the means resorted to
for the settlement of national differences ; that the
equally vast augmentation of man's powers of produc-
tion will surely, when properly supervised, relieve the
millions from much of the arduous toil now requisite
to sustain a high grade of civilization ; and lastly
that the decline of the acerbities of theologians of all
creeds, as exhibited by priesthoods generally, will tend
to permit the various races of mankind, now united by
the ties of commerce, to establish that harmony on
earth which is so requisite for the welfare of the hu-
man race. Such manifest advances, it is claimed, in-
struct us that War, Slavery, and Superstition, the
real foundations of the so-called civilization of the past,
are now each and all of them threatened with near-at-
hand terminations.
Such being the case, it is not surprising that lead-
ing men in Europe and the United States have of late
prophesied that great changes, affecting man's wel-
fare are impending ; that better times ma}' be expected
and the incoming of a higher order of civilization than
at present exists. Not long previous to his death,
Victor Hugo said :
'
' We are about to enter on the great centuries, for the present
age is imbued with the spirit which constitutes an apostolate, and
opens up bewitching vistas. In the twentieth century war will be
dead and likewise malice ; bigotry will be dead ; despotism will be
dead, and the gibbet buried. But mankind will live in harmony
;
for all men there will be but one country, the whole earth, and for
all but one hope, the whole heaven. All hail, then, to that noble
twentieth century, which our children shall inherit."
Of a somewhat similar character are the words
lately uttered by the Rev. Dr. Talmage. They were:
"The nineteenth century is departing. We are in a few
months to enter its last decade. That last decade will be the
grandest—mightiest—decade in all history. I am glad that it has
not yet arrived, because we want the whole country to get pre-
pared for it. May we all live to see that the last ten years of this
century, that last decade, that last fragment of this century is to
be its most important part. Standing here to-day in the presence
of this august assemblage, I propose that we get ready, that we
plant our batteries, that we lay out all our plans in the remaining
months of the present decade, for the last decade of this nineteenth
century. We have all the necessary machinery now for the work.
When the coming decade reaches its coronation, the crowned cen-
turies will cast their crowns at its feet, and that one decade, that
final decade of our century, will be the most important time since
the morning stars sang together."
It is not believed that either of the authorities
quoted claimed what maybe called "direct inspira-
tion," but deduced from past and present circum-
stances the changes mentioned as likely to occur in
the future. Believing that to be the case and assum-
ing that we are in a preparatory era, let us glance at a
few of the important movements that have occurred
at and since the birth of our nation.
That in itself was a mighty advance. It was the
first born of a series of revolutions that have since
convulsed and at the same time benefited the nations,
for we may claim the great French revolution as one
of the results of the great state papers which then
were issued by our forefathers. In Europe, at that
time, the idea of a people governing themselves was
regarded by statesmen as the impracticable dream of
inexperienced men—it is now a demonstrated fact.
The statement in the Declaration of Independence
" that all men are created equal " was laughed to scorn
by the aristocrats who ruled and robbed the millions
in Europe ; notwithstanding, of late, the correctness
of the position taken has there been practically ad-
mitted. At the time it was uttered, in the British
Isles the ruling power was the House of Lords ; it now
no longer dares to oppose the strongly expressed will
of the House of Commons. In Russia, the emanci-
pation of the serfs has largely diminished the power
of the boyards or nobles. It may truly be asserted
that even the lines of demarcation that were formerly
drawn between the races of human beings are being
gradually obliterated.
That "governments are instituted among men de-
riving their just powers from the consent of the gov-
erned " is also partially endorsed by several great na-
tions in Europe who have instituted universal male
suffrage, while the words in the Constitution which
define, and, if regarded by the states, would protect
the religious liberties of all our citizens, viz., "Con-
gress shall make no law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof,"
have broken open the doors of the British House of
Commons and admitted to seats there the Catholic,
the Jew, and the Atheist.
These advances in governmental matters are due
to the teachings of the Republicans of I776, and they
are so important that they may well be scheduled as
the first footprints of the Revolution of the Ages
through which, it is maintained, the civilized world
has been passing during the present century.
The religions of mankind are next in order. They
have not now that dominating force they had even
three centuries ago, and the discoveries of late made
by geologists have still further weakened the hold that
priesthoods formerly held over mankind. The truth of
this statement may be seen in the creedal changes
that are constantly occurring among clergymen, and
in the compelled relinquishment of the cruel punish-
ments by which they all formerly sought, of course in
proportion to their ability to use such means, to com-
pel disputants and non-contents to endorse their doc-
trines.
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Such is the present condition of the reUgious
world. Religion is no longer as its name implies, "a
binding thing"; and the great increase of crime that
degrades the present age is largely attributable to the
feeble hold faith has upon the masses of mankind
;
because, any form of it honestly held and acted up to
elevates and purifies those who so maintain it. But
the world has passed the age of faith, it now can yield
obedience only to the teachings of the known and real,
as it finds them written in the book of nature.
Another symptom of the incoming of a new civil-
ization is the overthrow of chattel and land slavery.
The holding of human beings in such bondage was
not only a grievous wrong to the slaves and serfs, but
an insult to and a degradation of all mankind. In the
fall of those ghastl)- evils we all of us took an upward
step. It now needs no prophetic inspiration to per-
ceive that we are approaching a time when the claims
of property will no longer monopolize the attention of
legislators, but the paramount object of their labors
will be the protection of the rights of all human beings
"to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness," as
asserted to pertain to mankind in our Declaration of
Independence.
Another great advance that man has made during
the present century, is the discovery of the true his-
tory of our race as printed in the pages of nature's
bible. That, and the annihilation of slavery here and
in Russia are more beneficial advances than any the
world has witnessed for many centuries. In them may
be seen the commencements of a grand struggle for
the destruction of .spiritual and temporal oppression.
But it is requisite now to pass from these main move-
ments and glance at the conditions of some of the
systems now in operation in so-called civilized com-
munities.
The most important of these is the social system.
On that mainly depends the improvement of our race.
The great English statesman, Sir Robert Peel, esti-
mated the height of the civilization of a people by
their consumption of soap, but a far better indication
of the degree of enlightenment possessed by a com-
munity might be obtained by a review of the condi-
tions under which women exist therein. Many grand
movements has this century witnessed, but none
greater than the social reformation which centres in
the sustained effort for the enfranchisement of women.
Rising in the working class, women first swarmed into
the mills and factories and now are to be met with
competing with man in almost every line of manual
labor. Their better educated sisters, following the ex-
ample, have stormed their way into the professions,
and some of them are to be found taking high stands
as lawyers, doctors, and clerics. Their aspirations are
no longer bounded by their homes and limited to fam-
ily duties, but are
" As broad and general as the casinj? air."
This change alone is a mighty revolution, pregnant
with the gravest consequences ; it is impossible to es-
timate or even to conceive the effects it must produce
in the near future.
A glance at the ever recurring bickerings between
employers and employed, shows that things in the in-
dustrial world are also in a very crude and chaotic
condition. The vast improvements in the arts of pro-
duction by the use of inanimate agents has virtually'
placed far greater powers in the hands of emplo}ers
than they formerly possessed, while threatening the
independence, and even in some cases diminishing
the ability of the workers to protect themselves against
oppression.
Consequently, in order to defend their interests,
the latter have found it necessary to establish and sus-
tain unions in most trades, and efforts are constantly
being made to unite in one body the whole labor force
of the cities. Internationalism, socialism, anarchism,
the black hand, and nihilism, are all parts of one
whole, each of them having for their objective point
the elevation of the condition of the toiling millions.
The financial affairs of so-called enlightened na-
tions are also unsatisfactory. In less than two and a
half centuries the working of the national debt system
has beggared most of the great countries of Europe.
Russia, Turkey, Italy, Austria, Spain, and France,
are in reality bankrupt nations, and there are others
which are but little better. The ancient battle of
"The Standard" pales into insignificance before the
war in these days over the "Money Standard." The
members of the chief money ring of Europe, may well
be termed there "The Kings of Kings. " It may truly
be said that never before was the world so completely
under the sway of Mammon. In the meantime no
great nation accepts even gold at its treasury as
mone}-, but as a commodity, and all national piper
issues are merely " promises to pay money." Verily
the financial systems now in operation, need re-
modeling.
Of all our present systems the most corrupt is that
of distribution or trade. It is becoming almost an
impossibilit}' for a man who deals honestly by his cus-
tomers to succeed in business. In the cities many
trades are gradually becoming monopolized, and the
chances for success of independent traders are becom-
ing minimized. Fraudulent adulteration of articles of
food and drink have of late called down the animad-
versions of several legislatures. The historian, James
A. Froude, in his inaugural address to the students at
Glasgow, thus anathematized the whole system by
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which goods are now distributed. He said: "The
present system of traffic is too demoraUzing to be
much longer endured ; it rewards men for roguer}', and
pays them in proportion to their villainy." In his
poem " Maud," Tennyson asserts that even the medi-
cines we resort to for health, are adulterated. He
thus depicts the present condition- of the peoples
under so-called civilization :
" And sleep must lie down armed, for the villainous centre-bits
Grind on the wakeful ear in the hush of the moonless nights
;
While another is cheating the sick of a few last gasps, as he sits
To pestle a poisoned poison behind his crimson lights,"
In addition to the above-mentioned evils over all
hangs the shadow of war. About one-fourth of the
labor and genius of the people of so-called civilized
countries is wasted, or worse than wasted in devising
and manufacturing implements of destruction, and
practising how to use them effectively. There are at
least five millions of men under arms in Europe. That
great military nation pagan Rome, in the time of
Augustus Csesar, kept order there with less than 200,
000 soldiers. "Might is right," has become the rule
ever3'where. Weak and 'simple peoples are victim-
ized by the strong and subtle without scruple. There
are no less than four great nations—France, Italy, En-
gland, and Germany—that hypocritically claim to be
worshippers of the Prince of Peace, who are to-day
busily engaged in cutting up Africa. Of course, when
it is deemed politic, they will not hesitate to slaughter
wholesale the natives of that continent. They can do
this, not because they are braver, or that justice is on
their side, but because they are better armed and are
scientific men killers.
Such is a truthful picture of the present time. All
admit that it needs amendment. Even Bismarck has
expressed a desire to reduce the army of Germany.
But it cannot be done. Force is needed at home by
European governments as well as abroad. Titan is
groaning everywhere under his load, and the weight
of vast armaments in Europe is requisite to keep him
in subjection.
But there are signs, every day increasing in num-
bers, that the fountains of the great deep of an out-
worn civilization are breaking up, and that we are
nearing a flood which will overwhelm it. But, not-
withstanding the discontent exhibited by the millions,
it is submitted that not by human agency alone will
the change be accomplished.
There is such a thing as " Fate," and the wise can
sometimes trace its footprints. The gains we have
made hitherto in this century have been mainly the
results of compulsion. The War of the Revolution
was forced on the colonists by the tyranny of Great
Britain. Our success in it was beneficial not only for
ourselves but for mankind, but we did not engage in
it for the latter purpose. The overthrow of slavery and
serfdom were works of necessity, forced by fate on two
rulers ; neither the American nor the Russian people
have any claim to glory in them. The same resistless
power is at work now, for it is believed that the pres-
ent outworn systems will rather collapse from their in-
ternal infirmities than be overthrown by the active in-
tervention of human beings. They will fall and perish
because their days are numbered, and because now
they are no longer blessings, but evils producing re-
sults inimical to human welfare. He who watches the
signs of the times and the trend of events can readily
perceive the necessity for their removal ; it is because
they stand in the way of the further progress of our
race.
Verily the human world is being prepared for a
momentous change. Everywhere, in all countries,
the toiling millions are qualifying themselves in their
trades unions and assemblages of all kinds for a new
position, by striving to learn their duties as well as
their rights with regard to self-government. That is
the first step, other steps will surely follow. True, at
present, the results of their deliberations are some-
times conflicting and injudicious, but with respect to
education, by their innumerable gatherings and debat-
ings they are doing well in their work. Regarded as
preparations for an incoming advance, their efforts
may be scheduled as both requisite and valuable.
The immense progression man has made in the
present century warrants the conclusion that still
greater advances are about to occur. Philosophers
and scientists differ in regard to what may be in store
for us in the future. Hugh Miller despaired of the
improvement of the millions, for he exhibited an in-
delible conviction of the incapacity and degradation
of the handworkers, in his book, "My Schools and
Schoolmasters." It is questionable whether his read-
ing in the testimony of the rocks that "in the pro-
cessions of the ages the magnates marched first " had
not an effect in inducing him to terminate his exist-
ence. The late Prof. Proctor in one of his last astro-
nomical lectures exhibited a picture of a dead planet
revolving around the sun; query— " Was it his idea
that such an end was approaching that on which we
live?" There are other scientists who neither believe
in human perfection nor dare to limit the power of na-
ture, who venture to speculate in the idea that the hu-
man race is about to be superseded by a superior for-
mation—one above man's power to conceive, much
less describe ; but probably the more general opinion
of the learned world, like those that have been quoted,
are that the evils of the present time will be eradi-
cated, that the human race has yet further heights to
scale, and that, at the present period it is simply
awaiting new developments. The truth respecting
the present crisis was, however, well expressed by
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Dr. Th. H. Marvin in his lecture on The Literature of
the Insane : "This age is an inter-civihzed age, ithes
between two great civih'zations, and is at once in the
twilight of the old or metaphysical epoch, and in the
sunrise or early morning of the new and scientific era.
"
It is questionable whether, as regards millions of
human beings, our present form of civilization is not
a complete failure. Such appears to have been the
opinion of Thomas Jefferson respecting it. In proof
of this, the following extract from his writings on
government is given :
" I am convinced that those societies that live without govern-
ment, enjoy in the general mass an infinitely greater degree of
happiness than those that live under European governments.
Among the former public opinion is in the place of law, it pre-
serves morals as powerfully as the laws did ever anywhere. So-
cieties e.\ist in three forms, ist, without government ; 2nd, under
governments where every one has a just influence
;
^rd, under
governments 01 force. It is a problem not clear to ;ny mind that
the first condition is not the best."
Whether it be so or not, it is certain that we can-
not return to savage life. Men cannot fall back into
childhood. What then ? If our present form of civil-
ization is inconsistent with our welfare it must be
changed. Who is to change it? We are all so de-
moralized by the workings of our present evil systems
that it seems vain to hope that we can accomplish their
overthrow. Nevertheless let us trust with Victor Hugo,
the Rev. Dr. Talmage, and many other well wishers
of humanity, that such a work is about to be per-
formed, and that the statements in their prophetic ut-
terances will be verified for us by the march of events
and the progress of our race.
That there will arrive a good time in the future for
human beings has been the hope of the wise and good
at all times and in all ages. It is testified to in many
religious works, and the prophets and poets of many
countries have exhausted their powers in their de-
scriptions of the happiness then to be conferred on
mankind. Without being so sanguine as to credit
that the time will ever arrive when Sisyphus will suc-
ceed in lodging the stone on the crest of the moun-
tain, there are good reasons why we may now look for-
ward for a mighty change in the near future that will
greatly benefit civilized mankind, and through them
all other human beings. Furthermore, it may well be
asserted that it is simply reasonable to assume that the
prophesies that have been quoted rest on solid foun-
dations, and that the statements in them are par-
tially justified by a fair review of " The Signs of the
Times."
THE SEAT OF CONSCIOUSNESS.
When unable to go to sleep, we try to force our-
selves to do so by inhibiting all thoughts; we attempt, as
it were, to empty consciousness of all its contents. Yet
this is very difficult, for as soon as one thought has been
suppressed, another makes its appearance ; and if this
second thought is refused admittance a third one
succeeds in forcing its entrance. A constant battle
has to be waged to keep down all mental activity.
Thoughts, pictures or abstract concepts, and memo-
ries of all kinds rise again and again. We can never
attain a state of pure consciousness which is void of all
contents. When we succeed in suppressing all mental
activity, we fall asleep. Every attempt to think of
nothing, no less than every attempt to confine thought
for any length of time strictly to one monotonous im-
age or idea, is a kind of self-hypnotization.
When we walk along on a road which exhibits no
noteworthy variety to the traveler, we may proceed
without observing anything. We walk almost uncon-
scious of our movement. Yet, if the road divides before
us, doubt arises in our mind as to which way we shall
take. Doubt is a problem that requires settlement, and
if it is not settled it causes, so long as the doubt lasts, a
state of tension which makes us conscious of the situ-
ation. Consciousness is an intensified state of feeling
caused through tension. It lies between a want and
its satisfaction. Satisfaction not being immediately
attainable, feelings are no longer in a state of equilib-
rium, and it is this tension which concentrates and in-
tensifies feeling into consciousness.
It appears that consciousness never arises without
a certain tension. Days spent in an idyllic life flow
away almost unconsciously ; there is little friction,
there are no problems to be solved ; there are no unsat-
isfied wants, or if there are any, they are quickly and
easily attended to. There is no need of conscious-
ness, there is not much tension to call it into play, so.
life passes dreamlike as a tale that is told. The more
life is burdened with problems that demand a man's
full cjre and deliberation, and the stronger are his at-
tempts to solve the problems of his situation, the more
intense will his consciousness be.
It appears to me very doubtful whether conscious
beings could exist in a world—if such a world were
possible at all—where the struggle for existence was
unknown ; for it is the struggle for existence that pre-
sents the first and most imperative problems to living
and feeling beings.
Man is a creature full of needs, and while attending
to these needs he has developed and constantly does
develop a not inconsiderable amount of consciousness.
If he had no needs he might degenerate into a half-
vegetative state of existence like that into which cer-
tain parasitic infusoria have fallen, which, their sole
wants being fulfilled, cease to exhibit even the most
general symptoms of animal life, i. e., free motion.*
* " There is, for instance, the female of the bark louse (Coccus) which
when fully developed appears as an entirely Immovable body, not unlike
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We may compare the tension of consciousness
originating from an unsatisfied want, to a vacuum
The vacuum of such a want in man's mind causes
memories and combinations of memories, old and new
ideas, to rush in in order to fill the vacuum. The more
difficult the satisfaction of a want is, the more con-
sciousness and intelligence must be developed. For
long chains of representative feelings, observations of
present facts, the revival of memories and new combi-
nations of memories require much attention. Every
thought which has been attended to loses its interest,
and the mental equilibrium is restored, unless (as
happens usually) the settlement of one problem gives
rise to another, thus producing a new tension. If the
vacuum were once definitely filled, the tension would
cease to draw new thoughts into its sphere. All change
would be stopped and a state of unconsciousness super-
vene.
Consciousness and intelligence work together under
normal conditions, but both are quite distinct func-
tions. Consciousness is a concentrated or intensified
feeling which often, but not always, accompanies cer-
tain motions, sense-impressions, and also intellectual
work. We have no states of consciousness that are
without any contents. There are, however, sense-im-
pressions, motions, and intellectual functions, which
are hot accompanied with consciousness. Conscious-
ness, accordingly, is an additional element that some-
times is and sometimes is not attached to certain mental
operations.
Considering anatomical, physiological, and psy-
chological facts, the hypothesis offers itself of regard-
ing the Striped Body as the organ in which the addi-
tional element of consciousness is produced.
The experiments of physiological psychology by
Wundt, Miinsterberg,* and others, prove that the paths
of unconscious cerebration are shorter than those of
conscious cerebration. Mental activity, if its action,
like a simple reflex motion, takes place automatic-
ally, passes down through certain nerve-fibres, which
in their passage through the internal capsule do not
enter into the Striped Body.f It is certain that some
of these fibres enter the Thalamus, whence they de-
scend to the anterior roots of the Medulla oblongata.
Mental activity, however, which is accompanied with
consciousness, must take a roundabout way. It needs
more time, and we can fairly conclude that the mech-
shield, as though it were an excrescence on the leaves of the plants upon which
it sits. Its feet are degenerated. The prohoscis of this cr&ature is imbedded
into the tissues of the leaf, the sap of whirh it sucks. The whole psychical
activity of this parasite consists in the pleasure of sucl<ing the sap and in
coition wilh the males, who move about. The same is true of the groblike
females of Strepsiptcra, who, without wings and feet, pass their parasitic lives
immovable in the bodies of wasps." Translated Uom Hteckel, "Anthropoge-
nic," p. 702.
*Sec Miinsterberg. BcitrSgc ziir ExpcrimrnteUen Psychologic, Freiburg,
Mohr.
t See Meynert's Diagram, 2, 2, page 2381 of The Ofcn Court,
anism of its action is more complicated. The ques-
tion thus offers itself, whether there is a special organ,
the function of which produces consciousness, and, if
we have to look for an organ of consciousness, where
must it be located?
We believe that in the Striped Body, (mainly those
parts that exhibit an analogous structure to the cortical
substance,) is to be found that place which in situ-
ation and anatomical conditions answers best to all the
requirements that can be made in regard to an organ
of consciousness. We suppose that a motor centre in
the brain, if irritated, all conditions being normal,
will produce motions (as has been experimentally
proved); but there are two possibilities offered : i) the
reflex action can descend directly through the internal
capsule witliout becoming conscious, (the path desig-
nated in Meynert's diagram as 2. 2.); or, 2) it may first
enter into the Striped Body, where the additional ele-
ment of consciousness is acquired. The different states
of consciousness will, in that case, originate in the
Striped Body. Yet their nature will depend upon the
various nerve- structures from which the irritation of
the Striped Body proceeds.
For a consideration of the merits of this hypothe
sis we adduce the latest investigations of Wernicke, a
specialist in brain diseases. He says in his Lchrbuch
dcr Gcldrn-Kraukhciteii
:
" The caudate body and the third stripe of the lenticular body
consist mainly o£ the same finely granulated glia substance as the
cortex. As in the corte.x, so here between the ganglionic cells are
found large masses of pure gray substance. The fibres rising
therefrom are, although medullary, of extremely fine tissue. It is
for this reason that the fibres of the caudate body in their passage
through the white substance of the internal capsule are marked as
reddish tracts, a circumstance that makes it easy to discover their
course.
"The interior stripes of the lenticular body possess only
slight, if any, trace of these tissues. They consist, as Meynert
noticed, almost entirely of purely nervous elements, (1. c, p. 41).
"We must distinguish rigorously between the third stripe con-
taining the main mass and the other two interior stripes. The latter
alone can be considered, as Meynert suggests, as an intermediate
station. The third stripe and also the caudate body are in no direct
relation with the corona radiata Some fibres of the second
stripe can bs traced into the corona radiata, but there are com-
paratively few. By far the greater part of the two interior stripes
has no relation to the corona, but remains an internodium of the
fibres descending from the third stripe and the caudate body. These
two ganglions are the main sources of the radiary fibres in the
lenticular body Thus they form a terminus (Ursprungsge-
l>ii-l) of their own, analogous to the cortex for descending coronal
fibres ; and these coronal fibres rising in the caudate body and [in
the putamen of] the lenticular body find an intermediate station in
the two internal stripes of the lenticular body," (1. c, p. 40).
The Striped Body is, as Wernicke shows, in no
direct connection with the corona radiata. Yet the
corona radiata is not the sole path of communication
possible between the Striped Body and the cortex.
There are other and more direct connections of a more
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intimate nature than can be afforded by a system of
descending fibres. The Striped Body ontogenetically
considered is continuous with the gray matter of the
hemispheres and the connections estabHshed in this
way are preserved also in the stages of a further dif-
ferentiation.
A clear conception of the Striped Body and its
relations to the corona radiata as well as the cortex,
can be more easily obtained b}^ a study of the adjoined
diagrams :
PIG. (After Wernicke.)
(Na al Size.)
owing tlie course of fibri
continuation of the co
in the internal capsule. The greatest mass is a
na radiata, origijiating in the cortex. Part of
these fibres enter the Thalamus, while the rest pass directly down into
the pes c^ebri (/k A great number of fibres are plainlf .seen to orig-
inate in the Striped Body.
«/. Nucleus lentiformis—Lenticular body.
//, ///. Two stripes of lenticular body. The first stripe does not plainly
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/. Pes cerebri.
cr. Corona radiata.
cue. Cauda nuclei caudati, tail of caudate body.
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The connections between the Striped Body (especially the third stripe)
nd Hemispheres seem to bear the character of commissural associations.
t is not a connection through coronal fibres, which would denote that the
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Striped Body is to be considered as a mere internodium, an intermediate sta-
tion between the highest system of projection and lower stages. It is rather an
independent mechanism attached to the field of cerebral activity. Not only
,the anatomical structure of certain paits of the Striped Body is similar to
cortical regions, but also its connections bear the character of the
; cortical region and other cortical regions.
(After Wernicke.)
iliowing the close connection of the
Striped Body with the Hemispheres.
The head and the tail of the Striped
body appear as. continuations of the
The primitive ventricle.
The definitive ventricle.
Caudate body.
/. //. III. The thr.
i. Internal capsule
2 Stripes of the lenticular
-/. Pes cerebri —th. Thai
Wernicke.;
body — nc
The Striped Body must be the organ of some brain
activity that in its kind forms the highest terminus in
a hierarchical system
;
judging from its size and struc-
ture the Striped Body must perform an important
work of a very specialised kind.
The connections between the Striped Body and the
Hemispheres, it seems, bear more the character of
commissural associations, which interconnect the dif-
ferent provinces of the cortex. They are quite distinct
from the coronal fibres. If the nature of these con-
nections were similar to those established by the co-
rona, it would indicate that the Striped Body had to
be considered as a mere internodium or intermediate
station. Wernicke's investigations indicate that its
office must be higher ; they must rather be of a co-
operative than a subordinate nature.
Since certain tracts of voluntarj' motions originate
in the Striped Body (see Meynert's Diagram, The
Open Court, Vol. iv, p. 2381); while the memories of
these motions must have their seats in the motor
region round the fissure Rolandi, (see Ferrier's Dia-
gram, The Open Court, Vol. iv, p. 2358,) we assume
that the additional element which changes unconscious
motions into voluntary acts of conscious motions, is a
function taking place in the Striped Body.* p. c.
» This subject was treated of before, in No. 150 of The OJ>cn Court. It is
discussed in this.article with greater completeness.
CORRESPONDENCE.
GOD AND IMMORTALITY.
To the Editor of The Open Court:—
In Nos. 132 and 134 of The Open Court there is a paper by J.
H. Brown, on the future of religion, remarkable, I think, for its
clearness. Am I to understand that the views there expressed are
yours ? Certainly there is none of that sheer Agnosticism in it
which deadens one's feelings. Then in such a book as Fiske's
"Idea of God "; are not the views there identical With, your own ?
He speaks of God as ' ' The All Being, " and that is not " the Unknow-
able." In fact, it seems to me, as Mr. Brown says, that Spencer is
by no means a genuine Agnostic. He states positive truths ; for
example, in " Sociology" he describes God as the Power that pro-
duced mankind and all else. His God is indeed immanent in the
world, and therefore known. Xot less than personal, but more
than personal, higher.
In Ethics I think we cannot agree with Spencer, for surely
nature does teach us ; the very environment and course of life tell
us what is God's will. Just as the world is ordered and regular,
so man sees in time what his lite must be. Hence morality. So
we cannot say that Ethics has nothing to do with religion. The bet-
ter a man's life, and the nearer he is to God, the more does he know
of God Man's proper life, the will of God towards him, is just
this, that he should live in harmony with the universe and his
brother man. Still we must beware of talking about God as a
" Moral Being "or " Moral Power," as Theologians did so abun-'
dantly in the past. Such language is dangerous ; it destroys rev-
erence and true emotion. God is far more than a power, as you
say. Morality is all very well as applied to personality. Is not
there danger in defining God as "the ethical life of nature"?
Such a view seems to make nature itself wider and greater than
God. Does not the defining God as the All Being go deeper ? for
existence and the forming and pervading power in the All is prior to
any moral notion. Yet we are compelled to see the ethical tend-
ency of this power. To put the matter in another way. The defi-
nition of God as the All Being is one that strikes deeper into the
feelings, fills us more with reverence than to regard Him prima-
rily as an ethical power. The word ethical connotes opposition
and opposing powers. I am glad to see you do not swamp our
notion of God as mere "nature," as you tell us we cannot wor-
ship matter, but we can and must have worshipful feelings towards
t/iat -ohich moulds and sustains and pe}vades all things.
Then one subject more ; with regard to that perennial subject
Immortality
—
Individual Immortality. May I suggest some ideas ;
proofs I cannot call them, for I have never formulated or worked
out the ideas. What of Wordsworth's thoughts in his poem
—
"not in utter nakedness but trailing clouds of glory do we come
from God, who is our home," and " our sun hath had elsewhere its
setting." (I quote offhand.) A priori Wordsworth was the poet
that was saturated with the idea of God as "immanent." He
speaks for us of to-day. Then what of those mysterious mus-
ings that some of us have when mere children
—
yes, almost in-
fants, of 6 or 7. I have met with several such questions like these:
" Where have I come from into this world?' " What is beyond
it all?" "Why have I life?" "What is the meaning of my
being here ?" " Where is the true beginning of all this ?" "What
wi.l it all mean when cleared up ?" In a word, the whole gist of
thoughts like these, and I can speak from personal experience, is
just this. This world, this individual life is not all. The secret
is elsewhere. It seems to me this does point to some conscious
existence of ours elsewhere, "somewhere surely afar in the vast
sounding house of Being." The one thing most repugnant to us
about death is the suppression of consciousness. Pain and want
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and failure men can and do endure and risk ; but to be obliterated,
to cease to see and know and behold, is just what a sense of our
own worth rebels against. Surely if the essence of humanity is
the perception of the value and dignity of each individual, that in-
dividuality which has taken so many ages to produce is worth pre-
serving. I do not picture my anthropomorphic heaven or spirit
existence. Only why should not the individual memory or con-
sciousness remain when absorbed in the soul of the universe ? If
the Eternal dwells in us now, all continuity with this present life
will not be broken off.
It is a pleasure, amid this theological thaw, to find a paper
like yours upholding, nay spreading abroad, sounder truths of re-
ligion What a truth in those words of Edwin Arnold's in his
" Death and Afterwards," p. 11, " Many are afraid to love, to re-
joice, to labour, and to hope lest love should end in eternal part-
ing, gladness in the cheerless dust, generous toils in the irony of
results effaced, and hope itself in a vast and scornful denial " On
this same subject, one cannot at all agree to those words in one of
the articles in The Open Court on Immortality—No. 24, by Rudolph
Weyler. He says, "I feel comfort in thinking that there \s peace
in store for me as an individuality when I shall lose all identity,
and 'rest, sweet rest, ' will finally be my portion, after all the toil
and turmoil and pain and struggle in this life." I, like most others
believe in Monism. The ethics of monism is surely stated to be
meliorism. • But what are these words ? Pessimism, a mere long-
ing for nothingness after all the strife and wretchedness of life.
There is no sound belief in Meliorism, nay no sure Entheasm,
no gladness in life in such wailings And, indeed, to rejoice that
"rest, sweet rest" is in store, and that peace is cur lot, is just
making a false use of words. Why not state frankl)', he rejoices
in annihilation as far as his individuality is concerned. Peace and
rest, sweet rest, have nothing to do with that. They have not and
do not want to have any relationship with death ; they are not the
true words to use in describing it. They denote consciousness and
life, not nothingness. We do not say that rest, sweet rest, and
peace is the state of a dead gnat when we see it. Let us beware
of this abuse of language and fact.
WHITBY, ENGLAND. W. INGHAM.
SIGNS OF SOCIAL REVOLUTION.
To the Editor of the Open Court :—
Writing of the popular treatment of strikes. The Dawn says :
'
' Miners in Hocking Valley strike, and a Father Huntington goes
from New York City to give them cheer ; a Henry D. Lloyd writes
a book upon the subject and denounces the employers by name.
No wonder that the disconcerted capitalists call this an attack upon
them, 'without parallel in the industrial history of this country.'
It is unparalleled, but it is only the beginning of the woes that,
predicted in God's word, shall come upon the rich men of this
land."
I write to give a further instance of the radical warfare that is
being conducted against the reigning capitalists, and that is finding
leaders in every town. In Ashtabula, a place of about nine thou-
sand inhabitants, the following subscription paper is being cir-
culated.
"Believing that the day of oppress'on of the laboring man
must be brought to an end, that the New York Central Railroad
strikers are justly fighting to terminate this oppression, that their
battle is the battle equally of all workingmen and of all high-minded
citizens, that it is therefore the duty of the general public to sus-
tain them in their unequal struggle, and hoping that these inter-
ruptions of travel and traffic may lead to the early assumption and
management of the railroads by the state, we subscribe in support
of this strike."
The tendency of young men of intelligence to range them-
selves on the side of the workingman grows every day more notice-
able They feel that the capitalist is their natural enemy, making
chances fewer and harder; not only for the great mass of manual
toilers, but for them, unless they "stand in" with the rich aiid
truckle to them and flatter them. It will not be very long before
Mr. Wm. Clarke's saying in The Christian Union, about the
brighter young men of England, will be true, likewise of Ameri-
cans. " In a recent visit to Oxford, I did not find one able
young man who was not committed to the new, etonomic ideas-
—
the same ideas that are taking hold of the pick of the English work-
ing classes," he said. mokrison i. swift.
BOOK REVIE'WS.
Live Questions, Incldding our Penal Machinery and Its Vic-
tims. By John P. Altgeld. Chicago : Donohue & Henne-
berry. i8go. 320 pp.
The subjects treated of in this book are Arbitration of Strikes,
Pensions, the Eight Hour Movement, Immigration, Protecting the
Ballot Box, and some others. Many of the articles have already
appeared in the magazines, and have received from the general
press their share of criticism and review. We may admit the zeal
and ability of the author, while differing with him in some of his
conclusions, especially on the Pension and Immigration questions,
but these differences fade away to nothing when we come to his ex-
posure of "Our Penal Machinery " and "The Administration of
Justice." Here there is no chance to differ with him on any mate-
rial point, because the evidence by which he fortifies his argument
is too strong to be resisted. Besides, he speaks as one having au-
thority, a judge, experimentally familiar with all the springs, cogs,
pulleys, wheels, concentrics, and eccentrics of "Our Penal Ma-
chinery." There is not much declamation in the book, and very
little ornamental rhetoric, but this revelation of wrongs done to
the poor, by men clothed with a little brief authority, stirs the
pulses with a fiercer anger than did Burke's rhetorical impeach-
ment of Warren Hastings, for like magisterial cruelties. Here,
from the bench itself, comes a cry that in the days of our fathers
would have moved the very stones " to rise and mutiny."
That cry has been heard before, but it rose to the sky un-
heeded, because it came from the halls of unrest, where labor
pleads its cause. It came from the platform of discontent, where
passionate invective shakes our social system like a storm. This
appeal for justice was unheeded when it came from the "lower
classes," and the men who made it were outlawed by " society " as
the enemies of social order ; but a warning from the court-house,
a charge from a judge on the bench, will be heard above the jin-
gle of coin in the bank, or the clamor of trade.
There is comic irony in the title of the Fourth Chapter,
" The Administration of Justice in Chicago." The whole chapter
is a demonstration that our judicial system is a perverse contriv-
ance for the administration of injustice, and the oppression of the
innocent. According to Judge Altgeld, the civil courts of Chicago
are closed against the poor asking for protection, while the crim-
inal courts are always open for their punishment. The Judge
says : "At present, when a man begins a suit he generally has to
wait nearly two years before it comes up ; in the meantime, the
situation of the parties may have changed, or the subject matter
of the suit become worthless."
The above accusation is only one count in the indictment
which Judge Altgeld has drawn up against the civil courts of Chi-
cago ; a few others may be noticed here. It dr>es not follow that
because the case " comes up" it will be tried. In fact, the coming
up of it is only the starting point of the suitor's torment. " This
is the time," when, in the language of Judge Altge'd, "he begins
to neglect his business and look arojnd for his witnesses." In the
course of a few days—or a few we»ks—the case is placed " on the
cail" for the following day, but the sui or finds that he must hang
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around the court with his witnesses for several days before the
case is called "in its order." When all the resources of "how
not to do it " are exhausted, and the case actually does come to
trial, the suitor, says Judge Altgeld, " is astonished to find that it
is not the justice of his cause which is the main subject of inquiry,
but that, instead, it is the rules of procedure about which great
solicitude is shown," This is not burlesque, like Mikado, with its
Lord High Executioner ; it is the very language of the judge. The
testimony being all in, the jury is then duly muddled by the " in-
structions " of the court, or in the milder language of Judge Alt-
geld, " left with very confused notions of what the issues of fact
are." Lost in the cobwebs woven around the issues by a judge,
perhaps innocent of law, and knowing nothing of it but its forms,
" the jury is liable to bring in a verdict which is entirely wrong,
and must be set aside, or else to disagree." Is it any wonder that
a jury, left by the court " with confused notions of what the issues
of fact are," should toss up a copper for the verdict ? And would
it not be better to do that at the beginning instead of the end of
the play ? Thus, by the very laws of chance, provided the judge
were not allowed to tamper with the coin, the right man would get
the verdict half the time, which is better than he can do under the
present system ; and even should he lose the toss, he would be
spared those tedious months and years of worry and expense.
Better to lose a suit at the beginning by casting lots, than to win it
at the end of tribulation.
Supposing the suitor to have had more than average good
luck, and to have obtained a verdict, he is just in the middle of
his agony. Then comes the moiion for a new trial, and the appeal
to the higher court, which tribunal, says Judge Altgeld, " reverses
about forty per cent, of all cases brought to it ; not on the merits,
but because of some ' frivolous error ' in the procedure." Should
the judgment be affirmed in the higher court, the case is appealed
to the highest court, which "involves another delay of about a
year, and the payment of lawyers' fees, primers' fees, etc." Should
the case be reversed there, the baffled plaintiff looks up his wit-
nesses once more, and again begins to chase his right around the
disappointing cycle of a lawsuit. It is evident from all this, that
the money cost of justice leaves the poor man without standing-
room in any of our courts of law.
The expense to the public of the civil courts is an unjust bur-
then on the people who do not go to law. Judge Abgeld shows
that the net cost of these courts during the year of 1888 was $23.1,-
737. This is a very large sum for a judicial machine run by six
teen judges, whose mission it is to see that the \ery wrong, and
not the very right of it shall prevail, and that injustice be effectu-
ally done. It is only fair to say that Judge Altgeld lays the blame
for much of this injustice on "unwise legislation," by which the
machinery of the law has been compelled to work in the reverse
way. This may be true, but there is a justified opinion abroad
that the judges might adjust the lever so as to compel the machine
to produce less evil, and more good. It is rather discouraging to
hear Judge Altgeld say, and prove it, that in every other field of
knowledge there has been a steady advance in the line of common
sense, "while in our methods of administering justice we seem
rather to have retrograded "
Judge Altgeld exposes the various parts of " Our Penal Ma-
chinery " with much dramatic power ; and there is eloquent pathos
in many of his descriptions. It is perfectly safe to say, that a sim-
ilar exposure of like instrumentalities in England, would change
the government and overturn the ministry ; not by violence, but
by a sentence of the House of Commons. Judge Altgeld's book
shows the reaction which our pig and pig-iron civilization is mak-
ing towards the penal methods which prevailed in England under
the sanguinary criminal code of centuries ago ; a reaction against
the Bill of Rights, the Habeas Corpus law, and the other provi-
sions by which the American Constitution tries to protect the life.
liberty, person, and property of the citizen. We see in vigorous
activity among us the system practiced by Jonathan Wild, when he
was chief of the London detectives, with this difference, that
whereas Jonathan Wild was hanged for the way in which he ad-
ministered his office ; our detectives, who imitate his methods,
walk about with the siars of authority upon their coats, and the
weapons of government in their hands. This, and not the opposi-
tion to it, is revolution.
Judge Altgeld presents an appalling record of crimes committed
by Our Penal IVJachinery. No just and humane man can read it
without a sin'king at the heert, and a feeling of self-reproach The
expense of the machinery is a frightful tax, liter.dly wasted by the
failure of its purpose. In the words of Judge Altgeld, it "is im-
mense, it is costly, and its victims are counted by millions." Fur-
ther on he says that ' ' it does not deter the young offender, and it
seems not to reform nor to restrain the old offender." Worse than
that, " it makes criminals out of many who are not naturally so."
This is a terrible indictment, and Judge Altgeld sustains it with
abundant evidence. We scourge misfortune while pretending to
punish crime. "In shoit," says the judge, "our penal machin-
ery seetns to recruit its victims from among those that are fighting
an unequal fight in the struggle for existence." Listen to some of
the testimony.
Judge Altgeld finds that out of 32,000 persons arrested in one
year in Chicago, 10,743 were discharged by the police magistrates
because there was nothing proved against them, in other words,
because they were innocent
;
yet every one of them had been
treated as a convicted felon. "So that" says Judge Altgeld, with
creditable indignation, "during the one year there were in that
one city 10,000 young persons, who, without having committed
any crime, were yet condemned to undergo a criminal experience. '
'
And then, in order to fix public attention on fce srimes of our
penal machinery. Judge Altgeld says : "Think of this a moment !
Mind, these were liot even offenders. But what was the treat-
ment which thfy received ? Why, precisely the same as if th^
had been crimfnafs. They were arrested, some of them clubbed,
some of them handcuffed, marched through the streets in charge
of officers, treated gruffly, jostled around. Now, what effect will
this treatment have on them ? Will not every one of them feel
the indignity to which he or she was subjected while life lasts ?"
Yes, Judge, though the handcuff marks disappear from the body,
the scar on the soul remains forever. In most cases this handcuf-
fing barbarity is practiced not to secure the prisoner, but to brand
into his memory a lifelong mark of degradation. Handcufftng a
prisoner '^vithout imperative necessity is aggravated assault and"
battery. It will be declared so some day by the courts ; and on
the trial of some policeman for this offense, it will be held that the
burthen of proof is on him to show, not only that the crime
charged against the prisoner justified ihe handcuffing, but also
that such treatment was absolutely necessary to secure him in
custody.
Judge Altgeld's book is not quite large enough to hold a cata-
logue of all the iniquities done in Chicago by "Our Penal Ma-
chinery," and for that reason many of them escape his indignation
and scorn; but there is not a true man in the city whose face will
not burn with shame when he reads about the cruelties inflicted
upon unfortunate women, often for no higher purpose than to con-
vert the wages of their sin into fees for officers. In publishing this
book. Judge Altgeld has done a great service to humanity.
M. M. T.
BOOK NOTICES.
Professor George T. Ladd, of Yale University, has just com-
pleted a work entitled " Introduction to Philosophy;" a broad
and comprehensive view of the whole field of Philosophy. (Scrib-
ner's.
)
